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Geoff’s Story 

 
Geoff contacted us after researching information online about how to 

make his home more cost and energy efficient whilst seeing what he 

could do to help the environment. 

 

On initial discussions around his 3 bedroomed home, we understood 

that he already had Solar Panels installed* around 8 years ago and 

simply put, he wanted to know if he could be doing more to help 

reduce his bills in the long run while doing his bit for the 

environment. 

 

After our initial survey and much discussion around his needs, we agreed to complete his journey towards Energy 

Independence by expanding his existing installation to include a new home battery storage system, electric water 

heating and an infrared heating solution. Now, not only does he now feel the same type of radiant heat the sun 

provides inside his house, but he also enjoys hot water pressure that rivals that of his cold taps too. 

 

In short, he now has a whole home solution that powers his entire home as though it was still connected to the grid, 

but from a battery! 

 

The completed installation allowed Geoff to remove the gas supply to his home altogether and even in the middle of 

Winter, has been seeing daily energy costs from as little as £2.11! 

 

The summer months are an even better story…  

 

His panels produce enough energy to not only charge 

his batteries through the day to be used overnight, but 

he also makes enough energy for free hot water while 

still running the entirety of his home – all without 

pulling a single Watt from the grid. 

 

This means that when we compare his previous years 

running costs against the Solar Complete® solution 

that’s now installed, he has achieved an annual cost 

saving of 59% while reducing 70% of his overall energy 

needs from the grid** 

 

Environmentally speaking he is now saving 73% of his overall carbon footprint too – that’s 2.3 Tonnes of carbon a year!  

 

Contact the iHeat.Me Team and see how much you can save by going Energy Independent… Today! 

 

0330 174 4350 

 

hello@iheat.me 

 

 
 

*We have advised that should he wish to modernise his existing solar panels then based on today’s figures; his energy savings would be 

closer to 70% while saving 80% of his overall carbon footprint. 

**Reduction based on overall pull from the grid now when compared to previous years consumption taking existing solar generation into 

account 
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